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Light Pillar Releases The Clock Collection for iPad
Published on 06/11/12
UK based Light Pillar today introduces The Clock Collection 1.0, its free, fully Retina
enabled collection of 40 customizable clock faces for iPad. Each clock face in The Clock
Collection is beautifully animated and can be customised by selecting from professionally
designed preset color schemes or by creating custom color schemes manually. The free
download includes 5 free mesmerizing and beautiful clock faces to start the collection,
with 35 available for In-App Purchase.
Loughborough, United Kingdom - Light Pillar today is proud to announce the immediate
availability of The Clock Collection for iPad, a collection of 40 mesmerizing and
beautiful clock faces that can be customized to match any personal taste or decor.
The app is available as a free download from the iTunes App Store, and includes 5 free
clock faces, with 35 more available for In-App Purchase. Customers can enjoy a 'live' full
screen preview of each clock face before deciding to make a purchase. More clocks will be
added in future updates.
Each clock face in The Clock Collection is beautifully animated and can be customised by
selecting from professionally designed preset color schemes or by creating custom color
schemes manually. Customers with a camera equipped iPad can capture colors from their
decor for perfect home integration.
Main Features:
* 40 beautiful, mesmerizing and fun clocks
* 5 free clocks to start your collection
* 35 clocks unlock-able via In-App Purchase
* Full screen 'live' preview of each locked clock
* Hi-res Retina graphics for the new iPad throughout
* Over 300 professionally created color schemes
* Design your own color schemes
* Set favorite clock and color schemes
* Capture colours from your home decor
* Fully landscape and Portrait compatible
* Optional on-screen date
* Fully featured speaking clock
* Backlight brightness control
* Snooze alarm
* Versatile chime functions
* Mute and automatic "Quiet Time" mode
* Slideshow mode
The app is fully Retina enabled and is designed to work with the device in any orientation
to provide maximum compatibility with docks and stands. The Clock Collection incorporates
Light Pillar's advanced speaking clock technology that compliments the versatile Chime and
Alarm features.
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 5.0 or later
* 19.4 MB
Pricing and Availability:
The Clock Collection 1.0 is Free and available worldwide exclusively through the App Store
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in the Lifestyle category.
Light Pillar:
http://www.lightpillar.com
The Clock Collection 1.0:
http://www.lightpillar.com/ios/tcc/index.html
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/the-clock-collection/id499553135
Screenshot:
http://www.lightpillar.com/images/tcc_feature01.png
App Icon:
http://www.lightpillar.com/presskits/tcc/tccicon.png

Light Pillar is an independent developer of iOS software with an aim for Best-in-Class and
innovation above and beyond the expected. Also the creator of ‘Touch LCD - Designer
Speaking Clock’ for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad. Light Pillar founded in 2010. Copyright
(C) 2010-2012 Light Pillar. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and
iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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